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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensors networks mostly use event-driven OSes. This works discusses pros
and cons of using RTOS in wirless sensors networks. A most appropriate RTOS is
chosen and all necessary steps are undergone to demonstrate EnergyMicro Gecko MCU’s
ability to run the RTOS with low energy consumption and demonstrate wireless simple
communication with Atmel AT86RF212 radios.
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ABSTRAKT
Bezdrátové senzorické sieťe zväčša používajú ‘event-driven‘ operačné systémy. Táto
práca diskutuje výhody nevýhody použitia RTOS v bezdrátových senzorických sieťach.
Najvhodnejší RTOS je vybratý a sú podniknuté všetky kroky aby bolo možne de-
monštrovať schopnosť mikrokontrolérov Gecko od EnergyMicro prevádzkovať tento
RTOS s nízkou spotrebou energie a demonštrovať jednoduchú bezdrátovú komuniká-
ciu s Atmel AT86RF212 rádiami.
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1 WIRELESS SENSORS NETWORKS
1.1 Introduction
Shortcut WSN stands for Wireless Sensor Networks. As the name indicates a WSN
is a network of wireless interconnected sensors. These are usually small autonomous
devices that monitors some physical conditions or other values with their sensors
and use short range wireless link for communication between them and between
higher level system. The measured values typically are temperature, humidity (in
HVAC systems), light intensity, etc. WSN may also be used for control (e.g. wireless
light switch). In that case WSN stands for Wireless Sensors & actuators Networks,
however the industry established label WSN for both sensors and actuators networks
since it is shorter [1].
Using WSN may be favorable anywhere where laying cables proves to be difficult
or financially disadvantageous [1]. This is also relevant to scalability problems. In
contrast to wired networks adding new sensor nodes to WSN can be as simple as
placing it in the physical space and turning it on. Another use case can be situations
where sensors are often moved. Frequent reconnecting and manipulation with cables
may damage them [1] or be time consuming.
Any wireless approach however brings disadvantages. It can’t guarantee success-
ful connection nor can it guarantee any communication latencies. This emerges from
the shared nature of wireless channel. WSNs therefore are unsuitable for applica-
tions where very high QoS is required or in applications where failed connection can
be unfeasible or even dangerous.
Despite mentioned disadvantages WSNs can be made robust with network self-
organization and self-healing and secure with guarantying data’s integrity, confiden-
tiality and authenticity.
1.2 Typical applications
[1] divides WSN applications into four main categories:
1. Stick-on Sensor: Battery powered wireless sensors that are meant not to be
recharged1.
2. Virtual Wire: Wireless sensors and actuators in places where wired link cannot
be implemented.
3. Wireless Hub: Gateways between wireless and wired networks.
1At least for a long time (months or years).
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4. Cable replacement: Replacement of wired links in consumer electronic portable
devices.
Perhaps the most common application of WSNs that can be seen by ordinary
people is home automation particularly HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air Con-
ditioning). Sensors are used in living areas to monitor temperature, humidity, etc.
Another example from home automation can be wirelessly controlled curtains, doors,
locks and light switches. Sensors and switches can be just sticked to the wall there-
fore the name stick on sensors. Some manufacturers even offers battery-less light
switches that derives the power for transmitting packet from the push.
Another field for WSNs use is PC peripherals and remote controls for consumer
electronics. This includes e.g. wireless keyboards and mouse. This field belongs to
cable replacement category since it is usually powered by batteries that are meant
to be recharged more often and more easily. On the other hand batteries in stick
on sensors are expected to last for years. E.g. it is inconvenient for the user to
unmount his/her wall switch to replace batteries every month.
Interesting application of WSNs can be precision agriculture. Precision agricul-
ture emphases detailed awareness of environmental conditions. Wirelessly linked
sensors can provide information about soil moisture, pH and weather data at the
specific locations in the field.
There are lots of other applications that can benefit from WSNs. Some of them
are toys, personal health care related devices or home security sensors.
1.3 Hardware
WSNs use simple microcontrollers systems which are often severely
memory-constrained and running on relatively low CPU frequencies. This usually
means 16MHz 8-bit MCU with few kBs of SRAM. These MCUs are sometimes highly
embedded with radio frontends in the same integrated package.
1.4 Communication
WSN nodes are required to convey low bandwidth information over relatively short
distances. Battery powered nodes needs to do this with the smallest power con-
sumption as possible. Since WSNs can have hundreds of nodes low manufacturing
costs ale also very important. These requirements are addressed by international
standard IEEE 802.15.4.
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Fig. 1.1: 802.15.4 among other wireless technologies in wireless space [13].
1.4.1 IEEE 802.15.4
IEEE 802.15.4 is international standard for low-rate wireless personal area network
(LR-WPAN). In contrast to WLANs which are designed to operate at high data rates
at maximum possible range LR-WPANs are designed to be low-cost and use very
low power short-range communication[1]. IEEE 802.15.4 therefore covers completely
different interest area than existing WLAN or even WPAN technologies and is not
meant to compete with them which is illustrated on picture 1.1 The range is typically
in tens of meters however it may be extended by using multi-hop topologies that
will be described later in this text.
The low power consumption in 802.15.4 is achieved by using low power, low
consumption radios and very low radio duty cycle at or below 1%. If a device
running from battery is consuming 10mA when it is active and 1𝜇A when it sleeps,
using 1% duty cycle this device can run from 1000mAh battery for more than a year.
The 1% duty cycle is often also the maximum allowed duty cycle by international
and local radio communication regulations so smaller duty cycle are usually being
used in WSNs.
802.15.4 defines only lowest layers of OSI communication stack. These are phys-
ical layer and medium access control sublayer of data layer. Higher layers are left
for free implementation or for higher standards such as ZigBee.
Node in 802.15.4 can have one of three possible personalities.
1. PAN coordinator
2. Coordinator
3. Network device.
PAN coordinator establishes the network and manages its structure. Coordi-
nators can provide coordinations services such as associations or routing frames in
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multihop topologies. Network devices can communicate only through coordinators.
802.15.4 defines two types of devices:
• Fully function device – This type of device has full 802.15.4 MAC implemented
can have any of the three possible personalities.
• Reduced function device – This type have only limited set of 802.15.4 MAC
functionality and can only act as a network device.
1.4.2 Beacon enabled vs non-beacon enabled networks
Coordinators always queue the frames designed for other devices. Two basic types
of network exists: Non-beacon enabled and beacon-enabled.
In non-beacon enabled networks devices have to poll their coordinators for pend-
ing frames. Sending messages to coordinators is done directly – they are always
listening. CSMA-CA algorithm is used when sending frames.
In beacon-enabled networks coordinators periodically sends beacons that contain
lists with addresses of devices for which they have pending messages. After beacon
contention access period follows in which devices can send request or data using
CSMA-CA. Optional contention free period may follow using TDMA mechanism
for communication and inactive period when the coordinator may sleep.
1.4.3 Higher layers
802.15.4 defines only generic peer-to-peer and start topologies. All other topologies
such as cluster-tree are subjects for higher layer and standards.
1.5 Operating systems for WSNs
WSNs typically does not use general purpose operating system rather they use OSs
designed directly for them. These operating systems basically follow one of the
following approaches [2]: event-driven or multithreaded.
1.5.1 Event-driven
In event-driven approach every action of operating system is triggered by events.
This events can be generated e.g. by timers, interrupts. This is usually accompanied
by some sort of FIFO event queue (may be priority based) and a thread system.
Very good examples of these systems are TinyOS and Contiki OS. Both TinyOS
and Contiki have support for various network protocols and topologies. They also
support dynamic reprogramming and they are both distributed under BSD license.
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TinyOS is built around components. A component is an independent computa-
tional entity that exposes one or more interfaces [3]. Components provide abstrac-
tion for tasks and abstractions for inter-component communication which are com-
mands and tasks. This component system is implemented by using special dialect
of C language. Application programmer has to learn a new programming paradigm
which pose significant disadvantage. TinyOS also provide supports multi-threading
however the threads are stackless and non-preemptive which does not make it much
better.
Contiki in contrast to TinyOS is written in pure C language. It is built around
protothreads which are like theads in TinyOS cooperative and stackless. Pro-
tothreads are implemented as set of C preprocessor macros that are used to create
appearance of concurrency. Threads are run on arrival of events and have to yield
explicitly. Contiki author’s paper [4] advertise multithreading library in Contiki
that can be linked with applications to provide preemptive multitasking however as
of version 2.5 this proclaimed library is non-existent.
1.5.2 Multithreaded
Mantis is fully preemptive multithreaded OS. It provides priority based round-robin
scheduling, semaphore and mutexes for inter-task communication. It also provides
device and communications abstractions via its COM, DEV and NET layers [3].
Mantis use dynamic memory allocation for allocating stack space for individual
tasks.
Mantis support various hardware including MICA2, MICAz, and TELOS WSNs
nodes, however none of them is ARM based.
Matis is released under BSD license.
Nano-RK is another fully preemptive priority based scheduling. It seems to
be designed with time-sensitive applications in mind. Nano-RK has various fault
handling features [5] like task timing violations, stack integrity, resource over-use,
software watchdog timers. [3] notes that Nano-RK uses static design time framework
so determining whether deadlines can be met is done offline. It also do have tickless
timer and uses static memory management only. Nano-RK supports various wireless
link layer protocols including some TDMA based. Ports exists only for AVR MCUs
and MSP430. License is GPL, payed commercial license is also available as another
option.
LiteOS is UNIX like multitasking system for WSNs. It features hierachical file
system, shell interface and kernel support for dynamic loading and native execution
of applications [6].
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1.5.3 RTOSes not designed for WSNs
Worth mentioning are also general purpose RTOSes. They may be equally efficient
when converted for WSN usage.
FreeRTOS is globally very well known professional open-source RTOS support-
ing vast amount of architectures. FreeRTOS features semaphores, mutexes, queues,
co-routines support. There is an energy efficient port directly for Gecko MCUs that
use certain kernel modifications to make it tickless [7]. FreeRTOS is released under
GPL license with linking exception. Commercial license option is available.
TNKernel is mostly unknown very compact and portable operating system
inspired by 𝜇ITRON 4.0 specifications. It has several ARM ports including Cortex-
M3 and MSP430 port. It is release under BSD-like license.
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2 RTOS IN WSN
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 EnergyMicro EFM32 Gecko
EFM32 Gecko is family of energy efficient MCUs from EnergyMicro based on 32-
bit ARM Cortex-M3 core. Some of the interesting features include various sleep
modes and Peripheral Reflex System PRS. As the most Cortex-M3 MCUs Gecko
has ability to selectively switch off its peripherals and various oscillators and clock
routing possibilities.
PRS is the network inside Gecko MCU that allow various peripherals modules
to communicate without involving the CPU. PRS in based on producer-consumer
scheme where some peripheral modules can generate signals and some can receive
them. This system works even when the CPU is asleep.
Gecko has four sleep modes:
• EM0 - Run mode - CPU and all high frequency clock trees are active, all
peripheral functionality is available. Power consumption around 180 𝜇A per
MHz at 3V.
• EM1 - Sleep mode - As in EM0 with exception that CPU is inactive. 45 𝜇A
per MHz at 3V.
• EM2 - Deep sleep mode - High frequency clock trees and high frequency oscil-
lators are inactive. Low clock peripherals are available and can wakeup MCU
through interrupts. About 0.9 𝜇A depending on activated peripherals.
• EM3 - Stop mode - MCU clocks and oscillators are fully stopped, RAM and
peripheral content is still preserved. Wakeup can be cause only by external
asynchronous interrupt. 0.6 𝜇A
These low power consumption specifications make use of this MCU for WSN very
favorable.
Cortex-M3 use highly advanced Nested Vector Interrupt Controller (NVIC) when
dealing with interrupts/exception. Every exception with exception of Reset, NMI
and Hard fault exceptions have configurable priority number ranging from 0 to
255. MCU vendor may decide to to implement all bits of priority numbers there-
for reducing actual count priorities. Exception with higher priority (lower priority
number) can preempt exception lower priority. Cortex-M3 using various techniques
for minimizing interrupt latency as tail-chaining and late-arriving exceptions. The
guaranteed exception latency from the moment when exception is set to execution
of the first instruction in case when the exception have high enough priority to pre-
empt others exceptions that can be occurring at that time is 12 core clock cycles
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[8].
2.1.2 The goal
The goal of the next sections is to show that the it is possible and efficient to use
Gecko MCU in the generic WSN node and to do it using Real time operating system.
Since MCU used in this work (see section 2.1.2) have 16kB of SRAM and 128kB
of Flash it may suitable for use as a coordinator. One of the interesting ideas is to
use it as battery operated non-PAN coordinator in beacon enabled networks. Such
device may have use in precision agriculture when it could act as a router relaying
communication and therefore increasing the range of the network. Every few devices
in the field would be followed by router node that for could be still battery operated
although todays low cost of Gecko MCUs it may not be financially disadvantageous
to use them in ordinary end-nodes.
The following work explores possibility to use Gecko MCUs in beacon-enabled
networks.
Used hardware
For TODO purpose EFM32 Gecko Starter Kit and development board (stick) from
Atmel RZ600 kit containing AT86RF212 was used.
EFM32 Gecko Starter Kit contains EFM32G890F128 Gecko MCU, J-link debug-
ger and module for real-time power measurement connected through USB.
For testing wireless communication another AT86RF212 board connected to
STM32L-Discovery kit was used. STM32L is Cortex-M3 low energy consumption
MCU family from STM, in this case however it was used only as a generic Cortex-
M3 MCU and energy consumption was not optimized, measured or compared with
the Gecko MCU.
2.2 Why RTOS
Using Multithreaded 1.5.2 OS instead of event-driven 1.5.1 system pose significant
advantages:
• In many preemptive multithreaded OSs for WSN or generally in any small gen-
eral purpose preemptive OS guaranteed maximum latencies of context switch-
ing, scheduling and system calls can be usually calculated. This classifies these
system as Real Time Operating Systems therefore they are suitable for real-
time tasks. Event-driven OSs are on the contrary are best-effort and guaran-
teed latencies are almost impossible to calculate for two reasons: Event-driven
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approach can be considered just conveniently bundled superloop architecture
and individual state-changes can depend on external asynchronous events.
• Preemptive multithreading provide familiar programming paradigm. With
event-driven systems one cannot use standart approaches and may even have
to learn completely new paradigm as it is in case of TinyOS with its nesC
programming dialect and do not use local variables in usual manner (true in
both TinyOS and Contiki).
• In preemptive OSes the application are decoupled from kernel and kernel may
(or may not) implement protection mechanism for preventing misbehaving
applications crashing the whole system as memory protection and watchdog
like timers.
Multithreaded OSes in WSNs however also bring some challenges:
• They usually require more resources. The kernel is usually bigger and context
switching takes some time which may somewhat limit they usability if the
nodes are severely constrained. This not the case in coordinators or routers
since they usually have more memory and processing
2.3 Choosing RTOS
Multiple criteria were considered when the OS was being chosen:
• Supported communication protocols and stacks. Some OSs provide some basic
protocols.
• Existing port for ARM Cortex-M3.
• Genericity. The more generic OS the better.
• Simplicity and effectiveness of the API and the OS itself. The more simple
OS is the more simple it is to do eventual formal verification and guaranteed
latencies calculation.
• License. Open-source copyleft licenses are favored.
From mentioned multitasking operating systems Nano-RK seems the most su-
perior OS for WSNs by all means however there is not any ARM port available.
Having Nano-RK on Gecko MCUs would mean porting the whole operating system.
There would be also need to write drivers for AT86RF212 radios and integrate them
with one of the protocols. Because none of the mentioned RTOSes for WSNs have
Cortex-M3 or any ARM port the general purpose RTOSes were considered.
Since autor had been already familiar with TNKernel and the BSD-like license
gave it slight advantage over FreeRTOS licensing system the TNKernel was finally
chosen.
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Choosing general purpose RTOS also meant need to develop some software for
wireless communication. This was taken very simply with aim only at demonstrating
feasibility to create power-efficient beacon-enabled WSN node using Gecko MCU and
AT86RF212 radios not actually creating one.
The TNKernel is very simple with very light API. This may be taken advantage
and create micro-kernel like system if the communication is run in ordinary task
with its own API independent from the kernel.
2.4 TNKernel
2.4.1 Introduction
TNKernel is a compact and very fast real-time kernel for the embedded 32/16/8
bits microprocessors [9]. It was inspired by 𝜇ITRON 4.0 specifications although it
do not adhere to them. Like many other RTOSes it feature preemptive priority
based round-robin scheduling. It is released under BSD-like license which is copy-
left and in contrast to GPL with linking exception it do not require for developers
to publish (or make accessible) source code of the modified or derived work. It is
written almost completely in ANSI C language with exception for platform specific
parts like context switching which are written in assembly language.
TNKernel includes mutexes, semaphores, data queues, event flags and fixed size
memory pools. It do not include dynamic memory management. User have to
manually allocate memory for all used TNKernel structures. This is not necessarily
a bad thing. Dynamic memory managements brings computational overhead and
heap fragmentation problems. Not incorporating the dynamic memory management
into the kernel provide the possibility for user to use static allocation and do not
force him/her to use heap.
2.4.2 TNKernel internals and tasks
TNKernels tasks have priority from 0 (highest) to 31 (lowest). Priority 0 is reserved
for timer based scheduling task and priority 31 is reserved for idle task. Runnable
higher priority task always preempt lower whenever possible. If there is more tasks
on the same priority level TNKernels schedules them in FIFO manner by default.
Round-robin scheduling of the same priority level task can be enabled with various
time-slice durations on every priority level.
Tasks can be in one of four states:
1. RUNNING.
2. READY. Task is ready to execute however higher priority task is running.
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3. WAIT/SUSPEND.
(a) WATING. Task is blocked and waiting for some synchronization.
(b) SUSPENDED. Task in blocked by user request.
(c) WAITING-SUSPENDED. Task blocked by waiting on some action and
by user request.
(d) DORMANT. Task has been initialized but no yet executed or has already
exited.
Internally the various tasks lists (e.g. ready list for each priority, waiting lists
at semaphores, etc.) are implemented using circular double linked lists. Inside
task control block is one list entry for connecting the task to the various list and
queues. The task control block is obtained from the entry by using special macro
CONTAINING_RECORD which calculates base pointer of any structure from a pointer
of its member and offset address of this member.
Every time possibly system calls is about
to block task execution function task_curr_to_wait_action which puts task to
proper waiting queue and call function task_to_non_runnable which check if there
is some other task in current priority level ready queue and copy its TCB address
to next_task_to_run pointer or call find_next_task_to_run which check other
priority levels for ready tasks.
Function that free some task from waiting on the other hand calls function
task_wait_complete that remove the removes task from particular waiting queue
puts it to ready queue and find next task to run.
PendSV exception is called at the end of every system call that manipulate with
next_task_to_run pointer.
Actual context switching is done by triggering PendSV exception that compares
TCB pointers next_task_to_run and tn_curr_run_task and in case they differ it
stacks all the general CPU registers that were not stacked automatically 1 to current
process stack and pop saved register of the next process and change stack pointer.
TNKernel uses SysTick timer in Cortex-M3 to periodically call
tn_tick_int_processing which is responsible for round-robin scheduling. Every
time time slice is over for particular priority level, process from the head of the ready
queue on that priority is put to tail. This function also activate task with priority
0 every systick that handles sleeping tasks.
In TNKernel tasks can sleep for wanted amount of systick count. Task with
priority 0 periodically decrements remaining waiting time of every sleeping process
and checks if it can move some tasks to ready queue.
1Cortex-M3 automatically push some register on stack when entering exception and pop them
when leaving exception.
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2.4.3 Critical section handling
For Cortex-M3 TNKernel uses global interrupt masking for handling critical sec-
tions like functions for working with semaphores, scheduler, dispatcher, etc. . . Global
interrupt masking is done byt settings PRIMASK bit in PRIMASK register. In
TNKernel’s source code this is done by calling macros tn_enable_interrupt() and
tn_disable_interrupt(). Every critical sections has to be prepended by macro
TN_INTSAVE_DATA which create variable where tn_enable_interrupt() saves cur-
rent state of global masking.
On ARM Cortex-M3 global interrupt masking
approach is not optimal. Cortex-M3 provides
mean for masking only interrupts with ceratain priority levels. This can be done by
setting priority number to PRIMASK register. Every interrupt with the same or lower
priority (higher priority number) than in PRIMASK is masked. This is conveniently
utilized in FreeRTOS where all kernel’s interrupts are at or below certain prior-
ity level configMAX_SYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY. At critical sections FreeRTOS
masks only these priority levels and latency of higher priority custom interrupts
remains unaffected. This implicates that for proper function of the system custom
interrupts with higher priority than configMAX_SYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY
must not use kernel’s functions.
As byproduct of this works this feature
was brought to TNKernel. Original variable for storing current state of global
masking now stores current BASEPRI and interrupts enabling and disabling macros
now manipulate with BASEPRI. Maximum kernel’s interrupt priority can be set
in tn_prj.h in TN_MAX_SYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY. Since TNKernel’s only use
lowest priorities, that can be any value except 0 (which would have meant masking
none interrupts).
2.5 Timer for the communication
The beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 networks require precise time keeping. This is
needed for battery powered network devices to plan intervals when their transceivers
have to be in RX state and for coordinators frame generation. Battery powered
coordinators may also use precise time for planing their sleeping periods if there is
an inactive part in the superframe.
The timer for the communications has to have:
1. Relatively small granularity around 100 𝜇s to allow precise timing for beacon-
enabled networks.
2. Ability to stay on in low power modes.
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3. Long period to allow as much long uninterrupted (from overflow interrupt)
sleep as possible.
4. Very low drift over time for allowing to have as shortest RX time windows
waiting for the beacon in the network.
This challenge may not be solved by using individual timer rather by using system
of timers.
Following solutions for dealing with this problem was proposed:
1. Use original timing system from TNKernel using task sleep commands.
2. Use Real Time Counter RTC in the Gecko.
3. Use system of two timers from Gecko. RTC and high frequency generic timer.
Each approach and its pros and cons are described in the following subsections:
2.5.1 1. Using TNKernels sleep commands
TNKernel uses Cortex-M3 SysTick timer for generating systicks. This is 24-bit
downcouting timer running that can only be stopped and restarted with its reload
value. (This timer also doesn’t support any compare match interrupts and other
usual features since it was designed for sole purpose of generating SysTick for oper-
ating systems.)
SysTick timer can be runned either from high frequency clock tree or use RTC
ticks as a clock. SysTick itself does not run when the MCU is in the sleep mode
however RTC does so RTC may be used for keeping time during sleep.
There are numerous problems with any approach using SysTick timer:
1. Used Gecko Starter Kit development board have two low frequency oscilla-
tors: 32768kHz crystal and internal RC oscillator. To have RTC running
during sleep the low frequency clock tree have to be running on low frequency
oscillator that means using 32768kHz (RC osc. does not give proper precision).
Using RTC ticks as a clock source would mean impossibility for SysTick period
to be in ms units which may be more than inconvenient.
2. Using high frequency tree as a clock source means using RC oscillator because
high-frequency crystal oscillator is not used for reason presented in section 2.7!
This again does not give proper precision.
3. There is problem with synchronizing SysTick timer with RTC anyway, because
SysTick counter register does not support writes. The problem is described to
more depth in section 2.7-
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2.5.2 2. Using Gecko’s RTC counter only
RTC has 24-bit counter register and a few prescaler values in multiplies of two. To
provide granularity around 100 𝜇s prescaler values 1 and 2 can be used 2. This gives
overflow every 512 or 1024 seconds respectively. The fact that the RTC tick is not
multiply of 1 𝜇s is not inconvenient because it does not impact the whole system
and can be easily rounded to nearest value without causing drift over time.
2.5.3 3. Using system of two timers: RTC and generic timer
To provide more flexible option than using RTC alone is to use RTC with the help
of some high frequency timer. In this approach RTC is used for long term time
keeping that does not drift over time and high frequency timer is used to provide
precise timing when necessary. This is done by starting the high frequency timer on
the boundary of RTC tick when needed. In this case e.g. current time is calculated
as a time at the synchronization RTC tick (at which the high frequency timer is
(re)started) plus time calculated from the sample of high frequency counter.
The issue of HF timer drifting over time is mitigated by restarting the HF timer
every few RTC ticks when not sleeping. To do this two solutions are introduced:
Original solution
The original idea was to use Gecko’s Peripheral Reflex System
to deal with (re)starting HF timer on RTC tick boundary. RTC is capable of gener-
ating PRS signals at compare matches and Gecko’s generic HF timers are capable of
using PRS signal as a start and start with reload signals. The time keeping system
would use RTC compare match interrupt to prepare PRS signal generation. Inside
each compare interrupt new compare value is set along with setting the PRS gener-
ation. This way the periodical restarting of assured. Using PRS to start HF timer
give precise start that is unaffected by the any ongoing interrupts. The compare
match interrupt therfore does not have to by executed exactly on compare match
and may be blocked by a critical section or any ongoing higher priority exception.
This solution rendered itself as unusable in the used MCU (EFM32G890F128)
because of hardware bug in the current and the only chip revision C. Errata states:
‘If the RTC is selected as a PRS producer there might occur glitches which will
accidentally cause false triggers.‘
2RTC registers require 3 clock cycles of low frequency tree’s clock which is about 100𝜇s at
32768kHz. Using prescaler 1:1 provides actual granularity of 3˜0𝜇s.
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Interrupt based solution
Starting HF timer with PRS can be replaced by starting HF timer inside RTC
compare interrupt itself. This can be feasible if the RTC interrupts have the higher
priority in the MCU. This alone bring significant disadvantage over the original
solution in previous section.
Another disadvantages are:
• The (re)start time of HF timer is jitter introduced from the compare match by
the interrupt latency. Although Cortex-M3 have guaranteed exception latency
of 12 core clock cycles the actual latency can be lower e.g. in case of the case
late arriving exception.
2.5.4 Pros and cons of using RTC only and system of timers
Using system of timers presented in section 2.5.3 is much more complicated over RTC
only approach from section 2.5.2. It however provide advantage of using higher RTC
prescaler values which results in longer uninterrupted sleeps from RTC overflow
interrupt. The HF timer can then still provide sub-ms precision. In RTC only
solution the precision (granularity of the whole timing system) is bound RTC tick
length and therefore to RTC period.
One disadvantage of the system of timers may be need to restart the HF timer
after sleep. Wakeup have to be done on synchronizing3 RTC tick boundary. In
the worst case scenario this time can be almost as long as one period between two
synchronization ticks which is at least one RTC tick.
If the RT tick is very long, the system in summary may be awake longer and consume
more memory that it would do in short-tick RTC-only approach waking up the
system at each RTC overflow4.
2.5.5 Extension of TNKernel API with time related func-
tions
Using one of proposed approaches only for communication would be ineffective.
Global time system and mean for any task to wait for certain time was designed.
The system that can triggered original TNKernel’s events at specified times was
developed. The API consist of function in the listing 2.1.
int tn_is_hp_timer_running ();
int tn_register_tevent(TN_TEVENT *tevf , TN_EVENT *evf ,\
unsigned int pattern , unsigned long time);
3RTC tick that can be used to (re)start HF timer
4Wakeup at RTC overflow is required to do overflow counting.
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int tn_unregister_tevent(TN_TEVENT *tevf);
int tn_get_time(unsigned long *time);
Listing 2.1: Time management API
int tn_get_time(unsigned long *time) copy time from system start to lo-
cation designed by time pointer. In case of the system of timers function return 1 if
the HF timer was not running when the time was sampled. Returns 0 otherwise.
tn_is_hp_timer_running() returns 1 in case if HF timer is running. In RTC-
only approach this function is not implemented.
int tn_register_tevent(TN_TEVENT *tevf, TN_EVENT *evf,
unsigned int pattern, unsigned long time) registers time event. When the
system time became equal to set time event bits in evf specified by the pattern are
set. tevf have to point to allocate TN_TEVENT structure. After the registration
TN_TEVENTmust not be deallocated or manipulated until the time event is passed
or time event is unregistred.
tn_unregister_tevent(TN_TEVENT *tevf) unregisters time event.
2.6 Communication stack
TNKernel have optional TCP/IP stack [9]. This is not suitable for LR-WPAN. First
idea was to use some ready made IEEE 802.15.4 based MAC layer and complement
it drivers for AT86RF212 written from scratch.
Many vendors provide their implementations of 802.15.4 MAC layer and some-
times also applications layers such as ZigBee with their RF ICs and wireless so-
lutions. Their licenses however restricts use of their software with other vendors
products. This effectively forbid any hardware intermixing. For example Atmel
states in its license for their 802.15.4 MAC: ‘Atmel grants Developer a non-exclusive,
limited license: (a) to use the Software as a development platform solely in connection
with an Atmel AVR product‘. Other vendors impose similar restrictions. [10] mention the
same problem.
There are few complete 802.15.4 based stacks that are released under open-source li-
censes [10], [11], none of them support beacon-enabled networks. Since decision to demon-
strate the feasibility of beacon-enabled network with Gecko MCUs and AT86RF212 had
been taken earlier a extremely simple communication system was developed. Its only
purpose is to learn if the proposed timing systems are precise enough for superframe syn-
chronization and to demonstrate very simple one way data transfer and power management
(sleeping between beacons).
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2.7 Power management
There is a very good existing work [7] on power management in FreeRTOS OS with Gecko
MCUs. This work partially served as an inspiration for implementing power management
to TNKernel.
2.7.1 Sleep modes
Cortex-M3 core provides two sleep modes:
• Sleep: Indicated by the SLEEPING signal from processor.
• Deepsleep: Indicated by the SLEEPDEEP signal from processor.
In Gecko implementation these modes corresponds with EM1 and EM2 sleep modes re-
spectively. Selecting between these two modes is done by a bitfield called SLEEPDEEP
in the NVIC control register. There are two instruction for entering sleep modes: WFI
and WFE. In this case EM2 mode is used for as much power saving as possible.
WFI means wait for interrupt. After executing this instruction processor enters chosen
sleep mode until some interrupt wakes it up. If there is already a pending interrupt that
would wake up the core WFI is executed as NOP instruction.
WFE means wait for event. Event can be interrupt, previously triggered interrupt or
external event signal. There is a latch for events. When there has been an event prior
to WFE execution WFE will clear the latch and skip entering sleep mode. Sleep will be
entered after second WFE instruction.
Actual behavior (which interrupts can wake up the processor) of WFI and WFE de-
pends on set interrupt mask in BASEPRI register and on global interrupts enable/disable
register PRIMASK [12]. All possible behaviors can be seen at table 2.1.
2.7.2 Introducing power management to TNKernel
The most appropriate where to implement code managing sleeping is similarly as in FreeR-
TOS inside idle task. Executing idle task means that there are no tasks in ready queues
of any priority level. That can be taken advantage of. New function tn_idle_sleep was
added to idle task loop. Inside this function is checked whether there are any tasks sleeping
for a certain amount of time for how long. The lowest remaining systicks-to-sleep value
of all sleeping tasks is determined and used for calculating sleeping time. To avoid un-
necesary short sleeping and for reason mentioned in section 2.7.3 sleeping is only executed
when sleep time is more than a value defined by the constant MIN_SYSTICKS_TO_SLEEP.
RTC Compare interrupt is used for actual wake up.
After wakeup actual time the system slept has to be subtracted from systicks-to-sleep-
values of all sleeping tasks. [7] uses IRQ with BASEPRI, SEVONPEND = 1 approach.
This gives the ability to delay interrupt execution interrupts using TNKernels functions5
5As mentioned earlier all interrupt using TNKernels system calls have to be at or under priority
level that set to BASEPRI for critical sections handling inside TNKernels functions.
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Tab. 2.1: WFI and WFE behavior.
until the systicks-to-sleep-values have been modified but does not alter actual execution
latency of higher priorities interrupts. [7] approach may not be correct for a reason stated
in [12]. Only interrupt that enter pending status after WFE generates event. If the pending
status was already set before WFE processor won’t be woken up. This is unacceptable issue
for interrupts using TNKernels functions. If they are triggered after setting BASEPRI but
before WFE instruction they won’t wake up the system. Therefore WFI with PRIMASK
(without masking any interrupt with BASEPRI) was used.
2.7.3 Keeping TNKernel’s system time
Since SysTick timer is disabled during sleep RTC have to be used for timekeeping. Because
the SysTick counter is read only RTC is used only for rough synchronization. When the Sy-
sTick is reset at the system startup a newly introduced auxiliary variable tn_system_time
is reset as well. This variable hold the time from the system startup in number of systicks
and is normally incremented by SysTick interrupt. After the sleep tn_system_time is
synchronized to time calculated from system startup calculated from RTC and rounded
to systick magnitude. Systicks-to-sleep values of sleeping tasks are adjusted by difference
of tn_system_time value before sleep and after. Because of rounding error and time
drift between RTC and SysTick timer the adjust value can be both positive and negative.
This another reason for entering sleep only if the sleeping time is going to be above certain
value so there is room for both positive and negative adjustments of tasks’ systicks-to-sleep
values.
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Advantage of this solution is that although task’s sleeping time can in range about
±0.5 systick of wanted sleep time the task’s overall sleep time does not drift. If task uses
tn_task_sleep(5); three times, the actual sleep time will be 3 * 5 ± 0.5 systicks and not
3* (5+−0.5) systicks. Disadvantage is that the system have to be designed that way that
it periodically enters sleep mode so the drift between SysTick and RTC does not beacome
too large6.
Alternative approach is not to use tn_system_time but adjust values only (computed
from sampled RTC times before and after sleep). Tasks that require precise time keeping
can use one of proposed time management systems from section 2.5.
6Reminder: tn_system_time is normally incremented by SysTick IRQ and is synchronized to
RTC only before entering sleep mode. Drift between SysTick nad RTC can cause big adjust values
and unwanted behaviour.
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3 IMPLEMENTATION
The code is separated into two ‘workspace‘ folders. One with code for the Gecko MCU and
one for the STM32L MCU. Both folders folders can be used as workspaces in the IBM’s
Eclipse IDE. Both the Gecko and STM32L uses the same compiler: Sourcery CodeBench
Lite Edition version 2011.09.
The STM32L1’s workspace contains subfolder named ‘test1‘. ‘test1‘ contains the
TNKernel’s code and all the code for communication demonstration.
The Gecko’s workspace contains subfolders ‘test1‘ and ‘test2‘. Both contains TNKer-
nel’s code and code for the communication demonstration and power management. ‘test1‘
uses system-of-timers apporach for communication timing, power management does not
work in these case for some yet unknown problem and is disabled by default. ‘test2‘ uses
RTC-only approach with working power management.
3.1 Communication
3.1.1 Low level radio driver
AT86RF212 uses 8 MHz SPI link and few IO lines for communications and interrupts. The
low level driver was written according to AR86RF212 programmers manual and practically
fully follow it in the mean of described functionality. The functions for state changes, frame
buffer manipulation, etc. are implemented as platform independent in radio/rf212.*
files. They are accompanied by the radio/hal.h and radio_platform.* files that im-
plements all the platform specific details like SPI communications and IO lines handling
hal.h declares functions event_set, event_wait and event_clr that are used in hadnling
interrupts from the radio. Radio interrupt sets various flags like receive complete notifica-
tions which can be waited for using event_wait(unsigned int pattern) which return
value which of the patter bit match cause the end of waiting. Both in STM32L and Gecko
are events implemented using TNKernel’s TN_EVENT.
3.1.2 High level layer
consists of radio/mac* files these files are mean to be used for generating and parsing
802.15.4 MAC header field and some other functions and constants that are not currently
used. mlmeReset is now used for reseting the radio, mlmeAssoc causes the communication
system to act like a device and mlmeStart to act like a PAN coordinator. Communi-
cations is performed by a separate radio task in the system that is created by calling
createRadio() in the main.
If the device is coordinator it generate the beacon every, put it to the frame buffer in
the radio and send it every 6.144 seconds, after sending beacon it switches itself into RX
mode and wait for data packed for 96 ms. If frame is received in that time it is parsed and
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in case it is a data frame with payload of length of 2 bytes its content is saved to variable
temperature1.
If the device is ‘device‘2 it puts itself into RX until beacon is received. In that case
the current time is sampled to lastBeacon data frame is generated and sent with 2
byte int32_t data from temperature variable carrying temperature from Gecko onboard
sensors that is periodically actualized in the task that blinks the LED. After that the
device put itself to sleep and wakes up just in the time when the next beacon should
arrive. If the beacon is missed device put itself into constant RX mode again until some
beacon arrives.
The source code contains various unused functions and structures like rxQueue and
txQueue that are mean to be used in the eventual future work of implementing proper
wireless radio stack.
3.2 Power management
Used power management solution is fully described in section 2.7.2. tn_idle_sleep
function can be found in tn_user.c function and is called from idle task function inside
TNKernel/tn.c
3.3 Timing system
The timing systems from sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3
were implemented in TNKernel/tn_time.c.
3.3.1 RTC-only approach
The system is based on a queue of TN_TEVENT structures that hold information to
when and to which TNKernel’s TN_EVENT what bit pattern should be set.
Time events are sorted at registration, after registration function schedule is called
that either schedules the time event at the head of queue as an RTC compare match or
return 1 if the event time is to close to the current time and compare register can’t be
synchronized at time 3 or the time is in the past. In that case event bit are set immediately
and scheduling continue to next time event.
After successful RTC compare match next event is scheduled immediately.
Calculations are hardcoded since they cannot be easily represented by preprocessor
macros. Currently they are defined for RTC tick frequency 32768 kHz. They are only in
tn_get_time and schedule functions and can be easily modified.
1The demonstration is meant to show collection of temperature data from Gecko
2From the network view.
3Constant MIN_DT1_US represents this time.
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3.3.2 System of timers approach
This approach is basically similar to RTC-only solution, however the calculations for
scheduling, getting time and interrupt handling are much more complex. Timer is restarted
on boundary of every 8 RTC ticks. If the time to be scheduled is beyond minimal time
but inside current RTC ticks octet, HF timer compare is set immediately.
If the time is beyond current RTC ticks octet, RTC wakeup value is calculated and
need_help variable is set to true. When the RTC reaches RTC wakeup value it automat-
ically sets HF timer compare interrupt.
Special care is taken not to set HF timer compare value too close to the end of RTC
octet because the HF timer value at which it is reset by RTC compare interrupt slightly
varies over time4. MAX_HP_TIMER_TICK_COUNT represents the maximum value of save HF
timer compare value5.
3.4 Building the examples
Examples can be built by using make command inside their directories and flashed to the
kits by make flash. Paths to the compiler and utilities need to be set correctly.
4That would not be the case if the PRS system could have been used.
5This value is currently only empiric.
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Fig. 4.1: AEM accuracy
4 ENERGY CONSUMPTIONMEASUREMENTS
Energy measurements was performed first on a simple example of on TNKernel’s task
blinking a LED on the Gecko kit alone and then with both running radio tasks and
task blinking LED. Consumption was measured with both disabled and enabled power
management.
4.1 Advanced Energy Monitor
AEM is utility on the Gecko kit for measuring energy consumption of the MCU. It is able
to measure currents from 0.1𝜇A to 50mA.
AEM accuracy specifications is in the table 4.1.
4.2 Blinking LED
Function representing the task that blink the LED can be found in the appendix.
Current measurement without enabled power management is on the picture 4.2. The
MCU is consuming about 7 mA during intervals when the LED is on and about 6.5 mA
when the LED is off.
With power management enabled (picture 4.3) the power consumption dropped dras-
tically to 610 𝜇A when LED was on and about 3.5 𝜇A when LED was off. There was
also visible peaks to values about 1 mA on the transitions between LED on and LED off.
These are caused by the woken OS.
Supplied voltage varied from 3.2 V to 3.3 V.
4.3 Radio communication
The boards with AT86RF212 radios from RZ600 kit have integrated power regulator that
can not be easily bypassed and dramatically increase consumption, so AEM measurements
should be considered only as an overview. There are still clearly distinguishable intervals
when the radio is in the RX/TX state and when it is OFF.
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Fig. 4.2: Blinking LED without power management.
Fig. 4.3: Blinking LED with power management.
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Fig. 4.4: LED blinking with radio task without power management.
Current consumption graph without power management is in the picture 4.4 and with
power management in the picture 4.5. On the pictures is captured (from the left) the
phase when the radio is out of sync with coordinator’s beacons then then phase when it
is in sync and sleeping (except waking up for toggle the LED) and the peak on the right
is about 200 ms longing RX phase waiting for next beacon with frame transmit following
its reception.
In PM variation the current consumption during RX/TX phase was about 10 mA
and about 2 mA otherwise. Without PM the currents were 18 mA and 8.85 mA. This
extremely high current consumptions had to be caused by the integrated voltage regulator.
AT86RF212 IC alone have guaranteed consumption 0.2 𝜇A during SLEEP mode and
0.4 mA during TRX_OFF according to the datasheet.
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Fig. 4.5: LED blinking with radio task with power management.
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5 CONCLUSION
This work shows that it is feasible to use Gecko MCUs with AT86RF212 radios as WSN
nodes using a general real time operating system .
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
AND ABBREVIATIONS
WSN Wireless Sensor Node
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
LR-WPAN Low Rate - Wireless Personal Area Network
RF Radio Frontend
MCU Micro Controller Unit
IC Integrated Circuit
NVIC Nested Vector Interrupt Controller
WFE Wait For Event – Cortex-M3 instruction
WFI Wait For Interrupt – Cortex-M3 instruction
AEM Advanced Energy Monitor – utility on Gecko Starter Kit for energy measurements
PM Power Management
SPI Serial Peripheral Interface
TX Transmit
RX Receive
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A EXAMPLE CODES
A.1 Blinking LED example
void task_io_func(void * par)
{
LED_Init (); // Setup GPIO lines connected to LEDs.
for (;;) {
LED_Set (0);
tn_task_sleep (1000);
LED_Clear (0);
tn_task_sleep (1000);
}
}
Listing A.1: Task blinking LEDs
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